Abstract—The availability of secret keys is a precondition for the use of many security solutions and protocols. However, securely assigning such keys to nodes is a challenging task in the context of wireless sensor networks. In this paper we present a novel solution for a secure key assignment in wireless sensor networks that can be used during the initial configuration of nodes or for an ad-hoc key assignment by mobile nodes. The idea is to transmit the key information over a side channel using a controllable light source as the sender and the light sensors available on wireless sensor nodes as receivers. We demonstrate that our solution fulfills the relevant security requirements while at the same time being cost effective and easy to use.

I. INTRODUCTION

With wireless sensor networks slowly moving from being pure research platforms to becoming used in small and medium-scale commercial deployments, the security of these systems is becoming an increasingly important factor: Once wireless sensor networks carry mission-critical or sensitive data, it is essential that their communication cannot be tampered with by malicious entities. However, as for most other aspects of system operation, the strong resource constraints of the individual sensor nodes as well as the ad-hoc nature of their deployment make achieving security goals in wireless sensor networks a challenging task.

The availability of key information is an important aspect in realizing security as most security solutions and protocols require shared secrets or some kind of secret key information to provide security services like authentication, integrity guarantees or encryption. While it is generally possible to exchange key information on-demand using a key exchange protocol (e.g., [1],[2],[3]), nodes still need to be equipped with a certain amount of initial key data that can be used by such protocols in establishing and securely exchanging dynamic session keys.

Assigning secret key information to individual nodes in wireless sensor networks is a difficult problem. On the one hand, this is due to the limited interfacing capabilities of typical sensor node hardware. On the other hand, securely assigning keys to nodes is complicated by the fact that the standard communication method in wireless sensor networks – sending RF messages over the wireless medium – is inherently insecure: Any interested party within communication range can listen to messages or inject its own spurious messages.

Preloading key information at node programming time or transmitting the key data over a wired interface provided by the sensor node (e.g. a USB port or a serial interface) is no alternative, because we expect that future sensor nodes (or devices with similar capabilities) – unlike today’s sensor network research platforms – will be delivered preprogrammed from the manufacturer (who might not be willing to deal with key management and key security for its customers) and will not necessarily provide a wired interface.

In this paper we present Enlighten Me!, a novel approach to implement secure key assignment in wireless sensor networks. The basic idea of Enlighten Me! is to transmit secret key information over a separate communication channel (a side channel) which allows to effectively limit the set of listeners to legitimate receiver nodes. However, for the approach to be implemented on standard wireless sensor nodes, we cannot require additional hardware for this separate communication channel. Our solution is to communicate using light with a controllable light source used to generate the data signal and using the light sensors available on many sensor node platforms to capture and record the signal. To securely transmit key information over this light communication channel, we have developed a simple, yet efficient communication protocol that can be implemented on top of the standard operating system abstractions provided by TinyOS.

We have developed two different key sender devices for Enlighten Me!. The first device, the Sensor Node Lamp, uses hardware specifically developed for this purpose and sends key information using a powerful LED as its light source. The second device, the Enlighten Me! PDA, is based on standard PDA hardware and uses the display of the PDA to transmits key information to a sensor node by varying the light level on the display.

Our solution provides the following set of advantages. Firstly, it effectively prevents eavesdropping in the transmission of key data from the key sender to the key receiver. Secondly, the system is easy and convenient to use and provides meaningful feedback to the user. Thirdly, it allows key assignment both as part of the initial network configuration and in an ad-hoc manner during normal system operation. Finally, it is a cost effective solution that does not require additional hardware on the wireless sensor nodes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we discuss important related work from the area of security in wireless sensor networks in general and key assignment and key exchange in particular. Section III gives an overview of the different aspects of our key assignment method before Section IV describes the protocol in detail. Section V describes the two different key sender devices and specifics of the key receiver implementation. We then present the evaluation of our approach in Section VI before Section VII concludes this paper with a summary and an outlook of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A growing set of security solutions and protocols is available for sensor networks dealing with issues as diverse as communication security [1], security of routing protocols [4] or even secure node localization [5]. All these approaches rely on basic cryptographic mechanisms that require shared secrets or key data as it can be assigned to sensor nodes using the mechanism we present in this paper.

Among the existing sensor network security solutions, key distribution mechanisms [1], [2], [6], [7], [3] are particularly related to our approach. Their fundamental goal is to allow for a secure communication among any pair of nodes in the network by dynamically exchanging key information. Basic solutions rely on a centralized entity with whom all nodes share pairwise keys and which acts as a mediator in the key exchange process (e.g., [1]). To overcome the need for a central authority, several authors have proposed to pre-distribute sets of keys to the nodes in the network either randomly (e.g., [2], [6]) or in a controlled fashion (e.g., [7], [3]). These sets of keys are then used to dynamically create session keys for node-to-node communication.

Multiple authors have proposed to transmit key data or authentication data over a privileged side channel. Talking to Strangers [8] describes a general protocol that assumes the availability of a “location-limited channel” that allows to identify devices based on their physical context (e.g., the sender must be in the same area as the receiver). The authors do not assume that secrecy is being provided on the location-limited channel. Consequently, they exchange public keys over the normal wireless channel and use the location-limited channel for authentication and to check the key integrity.

Stajano and Anderson [9] propose to require physical contact among devices for the initial transmission of key information. They then transmit the key over an electrical contact – requiring special hardware support both on the sender and on the receiver side.

The idea of Message-In-a-Bottle [10] is to place key sender and key receiver together in a Faraday cage that prevents outside eavesdroppers from overhearing the messages exchanged over the radio channel. An additional node placed outside of the cage supervises the protocol and also jams the wireless channel to overshadow any signals not blocked by the Faraday cage. The major disadvantage of Message-In-a-Bottle is its need for direct physical access to the nodes as they have to be placed inside of the Faraday cage. Consequently, it is not well-suited for an on-demand assignment of keys after the nodes have been deployed.

Shake Them Up! [11] securely exchanges key information between two entities A and B by sending messages between them over an anonymous channel that hides the identity of the message sender. Both nodes send random sequences of messages claiming to be either node A or B. Due to the anonymity of the channel, only the respective communication partner can check the validity of the claim and can convert this into a single bit of key information. Shake Them Up! implements an anonymous channel by randomizing the message send times, by operating both nodes with the same transmission power and by requiring the user to shake the nodes together during the key exchange to prevent determining the sender of a message by analyzing the strength of the received signal. One limitation of the approach is that it might be difficult to provide for identical signal strengths and radio properties with different nodes in the context of wireless sensor networks. Moreover, shaking nodes is an exhausting task and might tempt the user to neglect this important part of the secure key exchange.

III. ENLIGHTEN ME! OVERVIEW

This section provides an overview of the Enlighten Me! key assignment mechanism including its goals and application scenarios, the procedure of using Enlighten Me! and a discussion of the attacker model we are building on.

A. Goals and Application Scenarios

The primary goal of Enlighten Me! is to provide a secure mechanism for the assignment of keys to wireless sensor nodes. In order to achieve this, Enlighten Me! needs to prevent the overhearing of key data transmitted from a key sender to a key receiver. Moreover, it needs to prevent attackers from covertly manipulating transmitted key information or injecting spurious keys. We will go into more details of this when we define the attacker model below.

Ease and efficiency of use are important secondary goals of Enlighten Me!. The system should require only little user input, provide immediate and easy-to-understand feedback and should be tolerant to user errors.

Finally, our key assignment approach should not require any special hardware on the sensor nodes as this would increase the node costs, impede the portability to other platforms and, in general, limit the number of application scenarios for Enlighten Me!. We mostly achieve this by only requiring a simple light sensor on the receiver node – a feature found on many sensor node platforms today.

We aim at two different application scenarios with our method for key assignment in wireless sensor networks: Our main goal is to support the initial assignment of key data as part of configuring a wireless sensor network. As a second application scenario, Enlighten Me! allows mobile users the dynamic assignment of keys to nodes already deployed in the environment.
and active attacks on the wireless communication channel are possible and must be dealt with by the Enlighten Me!

The key data is sent exclusively over the light channel, the key receiver whose recipients the user is able to control. While a separate second communication channel based on light of key information in a wireless sensor network by using key receiver nodes. The key receiver nodes are standard wireless sensor nodes possibly already deployed in the application area. They detect and record the light signal using their integrated light sensors. The key sender is a mobile device carried by an administrator or a normal user. It integrates a controllable light source used to generate the light signal for transmitting the key information.

Fig. 1 illustrates the fundamental working principle of Enlighten Me!: They key sender in the middle intends to assign a key to an individual node (node 5) but a total of six nodes lie within the transmission range of its RF transceiver. While the key sender cannot prevent any of these nodes to overhear and record the radio messages transmitted, it is able to control the propagation of the light signal and make sure that only node 5 is able to receive the key information transmitted as a light signal.

C. Attacker Model

Let us now introduce our attacker model and discuss which types of attacks our key assignment scheme is supposed to withstand. We also list the types of attacks that our approach is not able to deal with and justify why this is an acceptable limitation in our scenarios.

1) Passive and Active Attacks: We assume that both passive and active attacks on the wireless communication channel are possible and must be dealt with by the Enlighten Me! system. In a passive attack, an adversary quietly eavesdrops on the message exchange of the nodes in the network and records relevant data. From the viewpoint of our system, passive attacks are not critical as no secret information is transmitted over the radio communication interface. By listening to the message traffic, the attacker is able to overhear the key exchange protocol but never record the key itself.

In an active attack, an adversary actively participates in the communication, for example by injecting spurious messages, replaying messages it has received or by forwarding manipulated message content. Active attacks on our system are possible with the help of fake protocol messages. However, as will be shown in the detailed protocol description in Section IV-B, all phases of the protocol involve the use of the light communication channel so that fake protocol messages on the radio channel quickly lead to a timeout on the receiver side. Consequently, an adversary can only cause short disruptions of the system operation. Sending a very large number of fake protocol messages in a short time interval leads to a denial-of-service attack which we discuss below.

2) Denial-of-Service Attacks: In the context of key assignment, a denial-of-service attack prevents the successful transmission of key information from a sender to a receiver. One possible way for an adversary to do this is to jam the wireless medium in the area or to flood the nodes with useless messages. Usually, it is easy to detect such kinds of attacks.

It has been shown that dealing with denial-of-service attacks in wireless sensor networks is a very complex problem that has to be addressed for all aspects of the system at design time [12]. Consequently, we do not explicitly deal with denial-of-service attacks but rely on an underlying service that ensures communication capability among the nodes of our system.

3) Physical Access to Nodes: It is usually impossible to deal with attackers that have physical access to the nodes as they are able to read out the memory (including all key information), reprogram or even exchange the nodes. However, we are able to deal with adversaries operating in the vicinity of the sensor nodes.

An adversary might try to write his own key information to a sensor node using the Enlighten Me! protocol. We can prevent this by only allowing to set the keys once at the beginning of the system operation. If an entity wants to exchange this key later on, it needs to provide the old key first.

If keys are assigned dynamically on a per-client basis, it is generally acceptable for any mobile node to assign a key to a sensor node as this key is only used for securing the communication between this pair of nodes.

4) Attacks on the Light Channel: The fundamental assumption of Enlighten Me! is that key information can be securely transmitted over the light channel whereas attackers might have passive or active access to the radio communication channel. This assumption holds if the user has control over the reception area of the light signal. We will discuss the security of the light channel separately for our two key sender devices in Section V.

IV. THE ENLIGHTEN ME! PROTOCOL

This section describes the details of the Enlighten Me! protocol including the message encoding and decoding, the individual protocol steps and the protocol behavior in case of errors.

A. Message Encoding and Decoding

We aim to transmit key data using a light signal emitted by a light source on the key sender and recorded with the help of
The key transmission is prepared in the second phase, the upcoming key assignment and sender and receiver find each other. The key transmission is prepared in the second phase, the initialization phase, during which the key sender specifies parameters of the key transmission. The actual transmission of the key information is performed in the key distribution phase before the correct completion of the transmission is checked in the key verification phase.

The time diagram of the key assignment protocol in Fig. 3 illustrates the sequence of events of a successful key transmission for the simple example key ‘1001’. The following explanation of the individual protocol steps refers to events numbered in the time diagram in Fig. 3.

The key sender starts the protocol with the handshake phase by broadcasting a handshake trigger message (1) which notifies the nodes in the neighborhood of the imminent key transmission. These candidate receiver nodes react by sampling their base sensor value $l_{Base}$ (2) used to differentiate between the ‘light on’ and the ‘light off’ states and then continue sampling their light sensors every $t_{SamplePeriod}$ time units.

The key sender meanwhile waits for $t_{HSDelay}$ time units and then activates its light source (3) to provide a sensor stimulus to the key receiver. The key receiver detects this ‘light on’ event (4) and sends a handshake reply message back to the key sender (5). All other candidate receiver nodes not lying within the light beam time out after $t_{HSTimeoutReceiver}$ time units, stop sampling their light sensor and do not participate any further in the key assignment process.

After receiving the handshake reply message (6), the key sender starts the initialization phase by sending a key announcement message to the key receiver (7) which contains information on the size of the key. Receiving this message (9) triggers the key receiver to sampling its light sensor again while the key sender proceeds by sending a 1 on the light channel (8). This 1 in Manchester encoding consists of a low signal in the first half of the clock cycle and a high signal in the second half. The change from low to high allows the receiver to synchronize itself to the clock of the incoming light signal.

The initialization phase is directly followed by the key distribution phase when the key sender starts transmitting the encoded key data over the light channel after it has completed sending out the 1 (10). The key distribution phase then ends when the key sender has sent out all bits of the key data and stops the transmission turning of its light source.

After the key receiver has received all bits of the key data (the size was specified in the key announcement message), it stops sampling its light sensor and starts the key verification phase by sending the key confirmation message (11). The key sender uses the content of this message to verify the correct transmission of the key (12) and confirms this in a key acknowledgment message (13). The key receiver finally assigns the new key when this acknowledgment has been received (14).

The details of the key verification procedure and the structure and content of the last two messages depend on the type of keys and the security protocol used. If symmetric encryption is used, we propose the following procedure based on the challenge-response principle: The key sender sends a randomly generated number $I_{chall}$ encrypted with the new key $K$ as part of the challenge message (15). After receiving the challenge, the key receiver decrypts it using its new key and sends a response back to the key sender (16). The key sender then compares the response with its generated number and confirms the correct key transmission in the key confirmation message (17).
of the key announcement message to the key receiver.

**Key announcement:** $S \rightarrow R : \text{Keysize}, \{\text{I}_{\text{chall}}\}^K$

Once the key receiver has successfully received the key over the light channel, it is able to decrypt the message, decrement $I_{\text{chall}}$ by one, encrypt it again using key $K$ and send it back to the key sender in the key confirmation message.

**Key confirmation:** $R \rightarrow S : \{I_{\text{chall}} - 1\}^K$

This proves to the key sender that the key receiver has correctly received $K$. The key sender can now confirm this using again $I_{\text{chall}}$ and sends back $I_{\text{chall}} - 2$ encrypted by $K$.

**Key acknowledgment:** $S \rightarrow R : \{I_{\text{chall}} - 2\}^K$

### C. Behavior in case of errors

So far, the protocol description assumed that no errors occur. However, the protocol behavior is also clearly defined in case of errors.

The most common error occurs during the key transmission over the light channel. Internal or external interferences can prevent the signal from being correctly received by the key receiver node. Due to the properties of the Manchester code, such errors hardly cause bit errors but rather a code violation that disrupts the signal detection. The key receiver reports such an abort back to the key sender which repeats the key transmission up to two times starting again with the key announcement message. As the protocol can detect erroneous keys (caused by bit errors) during the key verification phase, we neither included a CRC mechanism nor forward error correction into the key transmission phase.

Another type of error occurs if the light source is not pointed in the direction of the key receiver node or the light signal is too weak. In this case, the protocol fails during the handshake phase as no handshake reply message is received within $t_{\text{HSTimeoutSender}}$. The key sender device then provides feedback to the user and returns to its initial state waiting for further key assignment requests.

## V. Enlighten Me! Systems

In this section, we describe two different systems that implement the key sender functionality of the Enlighten Me! protocol: The Sensor Node Lamp and the Enlighten Me! PDA. At the end of this section, we also introduce the key receiver implementation and describe how it relates to the two key sender approaches.

### A. Sensor Node Lamp

The idea of the Sensor Node Lamp approach is to provide a special, dedicated hardware device, the Sensor Node Lamp (SNL), as the key sender for the Enlighten Me! protocol. The SNL looks a little like a flashlight and is also used in a very similar manner: It is equipped with a strong LED as its light source and allows to support key assignment both over small and also larger distances by simply pointing the light source in direction of the key receiver node.

1) **Hardware:** We have built a prototype of the Sensor Node Lamp as an extension board that can be mounted on top of a TelosB sensor node (see Fig. 4). The main component of the SNL is a powerful 1 watt LED fixed behind a lens that focuses the light in a beam with a specified cone angle of 8.7 degrees. The LED we use emits red light at a dominant wavelength of 625 nanometers which lies within the optimal reception range of the light sensors on the TelosB sensor nodes. The SNL also provides a button for user input to the application, a separate power supply in the form of two AA batteries and a constant current transformer used to provide for a constant light level of the LED over the lifetime of the batteries.

2) **Flashlight Analogy:** With its LED light source, the lens focusing the light into a light beam and the button used to control the lamp, the SNL does not only look like a flashlight, it is also used in a very similar manner: Assigning a key to a node is as simple as illuminating the node with the SNL for a few seconds. This, as we call it, flashlight analogy is an important aspect for the usability of the SNL as a flashlight is a
well-known device most users are familiar with. Being able to explain the key assignment process starting from the flashlight analogy greatly simplifies the explanation of the device and its working principle to new users.

Another important aspect is the visual feedback provided by the light beam of the SNL. It not only helps in pointing the device in the right direction, it also gives hints on the size of the reception area and allows the user to adjust this based on the node density or nearby adversaries.

3) Implementation: We have implemented the key sender functionality on the SNL in TinyOS 2.1. We also developed a simple auxiliary application that allows to generate keys on a PC or a PDA and then upload them to the SNL over a USB connection.

For the SNL implementation, we extended the Enlighten Me! protocol with an additional phase in the beginning, the aiming phase. The goal of this phase is to support the user in aiming the light beam in direction of the key receiver node. For this purpose, pressing the user button on the SNL activates the LED and allows the user to direct the light beam in the right direction. When he releases the user button again, the aiming phase ends, the LED is deactivated again and the actual Enlighten Me! protocol starts.

To illustrate the key transmission process with the SNL, Fig. 5 shows the light levels of an example key transmission of the 16 bit key value $54613$ with $\Delta_{\text{clock}} = 150\text{ms}$. One can clearly identify the aiming phase at the beginning of the recording as well as both long and short ‘light on’ and ‘light off’ time intervals.

Fig. 5 also shows an interesting issue that complicates the signal decoding on the receiver side: Under seemingly stable external conditions, the light levels recorded by a receiver node oscillate significantly both during the ‘light on’ and the ‘light off’ states of the SNL. We found the reason for this behavior in the fluorescent tubes used instead of standard light bulbs for the room lighting in many public buildings. Instead of providing a constant light level, their intensity oscillates with a frequency of 100 Hz (or 120 Hz depending on the frequency of the electrical system). While this effect is usually not noticeable for the human eye, it strongly influences the values recorded by the light sensors resulting in oscillations like shown in Fig. 5.

Continuous variations of the recorded light values can interfere with the detection of the light signal if they cause untimely ‘light on’ or ‘light off’ events. This is particularly critical if we select a small value for $\delta_{\text{Thresh}}$ which might be necessary to provide for the operation of the Sensor Node Lamp over larger distances or in scenarios with a high ambient light level. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) where the base value $l_{\text{Base}}$ lies near the minimum value of the current light oscillation $l_{\text{min}}$. Samples taken in the shaded area are now detected as belonging to the ‘light on’ state without the SNL being turned on.

We deal with this problem using an extended procedure for recording $l_{\text{Base}}$ that is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b): The key receiver samples five times (with 2 ms wait time in between) instead of only once and uses the maximum of the five values as $l_{\text{Base}}$. With a high probability, this gives us a base value which lies near $l_{\text{Max}}$ and prevents oscillations to cause unexpected ‘light on’ events.

4) Security of the Light Channel: The primary reason for the security of the light signal sent by the SNL lies in the fact that the light signal does not penetrate walls, doors and similar obstacles. Unlike for key data sent within radio messages which can be received by any adversary node within the (difficult to control) transmission range of the sender, the propagation of the light signal is limited to the physical area the signal is sent in. While eavesdropping is usually easy, observing is not.

To be able to record the key information, the adversary needs to observe the light signal either with the help of a light sensor or by taking samples of the oscillations.
sensor placed within the area of influence of the SNL or with a video camera that records images of the destination area. To do this, he needs access to the area where the key assignment is performed. This can be ruled out in many scenarios. In others, it might be possible to see if an adversary has placed a device for recording the light signal in the critical area.

An interesting side note on recording the signal with a camera is that special equipment would be required to record a light signal sequence generated by the SNL: With a minimum clock period of 10 ms as used in our experiments, the state of the light signal can change up to 200 times per second whereas standard video equipment only records between 24 and 30 images per second.

In application scenarios where the user of Enlighten Me! needs to deal with adversaries that might have access to the areas where the key assignment is performed, we need to make sure that they cannot record the light signal transmitted by the SNL. One important factor here is that the user is able to regulate the size of the reception area by himself. By reducing his distance to the destination node he can reduce the size of the area affected by the light signal of the SNL. We will discuss this in more detail in the evaluation.

In particularly hostile scenarios, we use a black plastic cup with a hole in the bottom to cover the receiver node and prevent any observation of the light signal from the outside.

B. Enlighten Me! PDA

Unlike the SNL which requires a dedicated hardware device for the transmission of key information, the motivation of the Enlighten Me! PDA approach is to use standard PDA hardware for this task. We place the key receiver node on the display of the PDA with the light sensor oriented towards the display and transmit the key information by varying the light levels shown on the display.

The Enlighten Me! PDA displays a rectangle switching its color between black and white representing the ‘light off’ and ‘light on’ states of the Manchester encoding. The underlying assumption is that the difference in the luminance level of the display showing these two colors is large enough to reliably differentiate the two states.

Based on the way it is used, the Enlighten Me! PDA approach is mainly applicable during the deployment of nodes and not for dynamic key assignments as it will usually not be possible to place a node on the display of the PDA after it has been deployed in the environment.

1) Hardware: We have implemented the Enlighten Me! PDA approach for Linux PDAs from Sharp (Sharp Zaurus SL-3200). Fig. 7 shows the setup in operation. The key receiver node is placed upside down on a predefined position on the display of the PDA so that the light sensor of the node faces the display.

In our current prototype implementation, a second TelosB sensor node attached to the PDA over USB acts as a communication bridge to the sensor network. We expect that this will not be required in the future when mobile devices are able to directly communicate with wireless sensor nodes, for example using a technology like 802.15.4.

2) Implementation: The software running on the PDA has been developed in C++ using the Qt toolkit. In addition to generating the light signal, the graphical user interface also allows the user to set the key which is then transmitted as part of the protocol. Before the protocol is started, a mirrored image of a sensor node helps the user in correctly placing the key receiver node on the PDA.

Despite being a much more powerful device, we cannot necessarily expect the Enlighten Me! implementation to work better on the PDA than on the Sensor Node Lamp. An important limitation of the PDA implementation is the switching speed of the LCD display used for the key transmission. Moreover, the low-level, monolithic TinyOS implementation on the SNL allows for a more precise control of the timings of activating and deactivating the LED as part of the encoding. Consequently, as is confirmed later in the evaluation, we do not achieve the same level of precision in switching between the ‘light on’ and the ‘light off’ state as on the SNL.

3) Security of the Light Channel: For the security of the light channel, it is again critical to guarantee that no adversary is able to observe, record and interpret the light signal transmitted between the key sender and the key receiver. However, for the Enlighten Me! PDA solution, this requirement is easier to fulfill than for the Sensor Node Lamp approach: The light signal used to transmit the key information is only shown in the area of the display where the light sensor of the key receiver node is placed. This area is completely covered by the sensor node. Additionally, we show bright colors on the rest of the display not covered by the sensor node during key transmission to outshine any light level differences from under the sensor node. This approach makes an external observation of the signal practically impossible.

If the user places the key receiver node incorrectly leaving the send area of the light signal exposed, then the protocol will already fail and abort during the handshake phase – before any key information is transmitted over the light channel.

C. Key Receiver Implementation

We have implemented the key receiver part of Enlighten Me! based on TinyOS 2.1 for TelosB sensor nodes. Due to the modular nature of TinyOS, it is straightforward to
combine the Enlighten Me! key receiver implementation with the application code that realizes the actual node functionality.

The basic key receiving mechanism is independent of whether the Sensor Node Lamp or the Enlighten Me! PDA is used for sending the key information. Consequently, we use the same receiver implementation and nodes are able to receive key data from both types of sender devices. The only difference lies in the length of the clock period \( \Delta_{clock} \) used for the Manchester encoding on the SNL and the PDA. However, the sender node advertises its type as part of the handshake trigger message and the receiver is able to adjust its decoding behavior accordingly.

### VI. Evaluation

In this section we show and discuss our results from the evaluation of Enlighten Me! with both the Sensor Node Lamp and the Enlighten Me! PDA.

#### A. Key Assignment Performance and Reliability

To evaluate the speed of assigning keys with Enlighten Me!, we measured the execution time of the key assignment process using different key lengths. We worked with key sizes of up to 128 bits which a current report [14] describes as sufficient for long-term protection of data when symmetric encryption is used.

The biggest contributor to the overall time is the time required for sending the key as a light signal which depends both on the key length and the clock period \( \Delta_{clock} \) of the signal transmission. To minimize this time, we experimented with different values of \( \Delta_{clock} \) trying to select the smallest value possible. The experiments confirmed our expectations that we can operate with much smaller values of \( \Delta_{clock} \) for the Sensor Node Lamp approach than with the Enlighten Me! PDA. Fig. 8 summarizes the results of these measurements showing the average time values determined across 200 successful experiments per setting.

As expected, the key transmission time grows almost perfectly linearly with the key length starting from a small, size-independent base overhead caused by the basic Enlighten Me! protocol. Transmitting a 128 bit key with the SNL only takes between 1.8 seconds (\( \Delta_{clock} = 10\text{ms} \)) and 3.1 seconds (\( \Delta_{clock} = 20\text{ms} \)). Transmitting the same key with the Enlighten Me! PDA takes considerably longer: between 16.2 and 21.3 seconds (\( \Delta_{clock} = 140\text{ms} \)). This shows the main advantage of the directly controllable LED of the SNL over the LCD display of the PDA.

The second important factor besides the performance is the reliability of key assignment with Enlighten Me!. A key assignment can fail mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, noise in the light signal or light level variations caused by external (natural or artificial) light sources can interfere with the light signal decoding at the receiver. Secondly, imprecisions of the signal timings on both the sender and the receiver side can also impede the successful signal transmission.

To evaluate the reliability of the key assignment with Enlighten Me!, we measured the success rate for different values of \( \Delta_{clock} \). For the Sensor Node Lamp approach, we placed sender and receiver at a distance of 1 meter. Fig. 9 shows the results of these measurements.

The Sensor Node Lamp with \( \Delta_{clock} = 20\text{ms} \) and the Enlighten Me! PDA with \( \Delta_{clock} = 140\text{ms} \) represent the cases of a reliable assignment of keys with both success rates in the range of 100% independent of the key length. When further decreasing \( \Delta_{clock} \), the behavior of the two approaches differs.

On the one hand, for the Enlighten Me! PDA with \( \Delta_{clock} = 100\text{ms} \), the success rate decreases when the key length increases. This is easily explained with the growing window of opportunity for timing errors in the signal or the signal decoding. On the other hand, for the SNL with \( \Delta_{clock} = 10\text{ms} \), the success rate remains relatively independent of the key length and lies between 69.5% and 73.5%. We found that almost all protocol errors occurred right at the beginning of the key transmission making the error rate independent of the key length. Either on the key sender or the key receiver timing imprecisions occur right at the beginning of the key transmission in some cases, for example caused by effects of the previous protocol steps.

We were able to successfully perform key assignments with the Enlighten Me! PDA down to \( \Delta_{clock} = 80\text{ms} \). However, in this case the success rate was only 11% for a key length of 48 bits and we did not observe any successful key assignments.
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for key lengths of 64 bits or beyond. For the SNL, we were not able to successfully use values of $\Delta_{\text{clock}}$ smaller than 10ms.

B. Key Assignment Distance

While the Enlighten Me! PDA solution requires the user to place the key receiver node directly on the PDA, it is possible to assign keys with the Sensor Node Lamp from a certain distance. We evaluated the maximum distances for the key assignment in a controlled experiment where we placed the SNL and the key receiver node at different distances facing each other and measured the success rate across 200 experiments performed with the room lighting turned off. In a second experiment, we placed the receiver node with an angle of 45 degrees to the incoming light. This represents the case when the user does not stand directly in front of the key receiver node, for example when it is attached up at a wall.

Fig. 10 shows the results of these experiments. Up to a certain distance (3.00 meters in the standard case, 2.40 meters at 45 degrees), the success rate is not affected at all. Beyond that “threshold distance”, the success rate falls very steeply. This can be explained as follows: With a growing distance between sender and receiver, the impact of the light of the LED on the receiver decreases. Above the threshold distance, the light level difference between the ‘light on’ and the ‘light off’ states becomes too small to compensate the continuous oscillations of the light levels caused by the artificial light in the room – the range of sensor values recorded in the ‘light on’ state begins to overlap with the range of values in the ‘light off’ state. Therefore, a reliable distinction of the states is not possible anymore and the detection of the light signal fails in most cases.

We were able to achieve higher maximum key assignment distances in experiments with the room lighting turned off (with exact values heavily depending on the current ambient light level). The results shown in Fig. 10 represent the performance in the worst case scenario.

Overall, with a possible key assignment distance between 2 and 3 meters, it should be possible to reach a large fraction of sensor nodes already deployed in a building or a similar environment. Assigning keys from even larger distances might not be desirable anyway as it reduces the control over which nodes are actually able to receive the light signal.

C. Security of the Light Channel

Transmitting keys over the light channel effectively prevents the overhearing of key information in neighboring rooms or areas. However, in some scenarios it might also be critical to limit the propagation of the signal within an area. To evaluate the properties of the Sensor Node Lamp in this regard, we measured the impact on light sensors not lying in the center of its light beam. For the experiment, we placed the SNL and the receiver node 2 meters apart and then gradually moved the SNL sidewards to move the light beam away from the light sensor. In each position, we recorded 1000 sensor values and determined the maximum, minimum and average values for comparison with the base values recorded without the SNL.

Fig. 11 shows the results of these measurements in a room for two situations both recorded at night: In the first experiment, the room lighting was turned on. In the second experiment, the room lay in nearly complete darkness. Clearly, when moving the SNL sidewards, the light level quickly approaches the range recorded without the SNL in both situations. For the room lighting scenario, already at a sidewards distance of 30 centimeters no significant difference between the recordings with and without the SNL can be detected. In the dark room, the average light level recorded with the SNL remains slightly higher than the average base level even at a sidewards distance of 100 centimeters. However, the range of values recorded with and without the SNL heavily overlaps starting at a sidewards distance of 50 centimeters so that a reliable signal detection will not be possible anymore.

Note that in the dark room, the red light of the SNL – albeit too weak for the TelosB light sensor – was visible over a much larger area, partly due to reflections. So with specialized equipment, it might still be possible to record the signal farther away from the target area. In the room lighting situation, the high ambient light level and the noise present in the ambient light actually help in limiting such an unwanted propagation of the SNL light signal.

We also performed experiments in daylight scenarios where...
it showed that the sidewards decrease of the SNL influence is similar to the room lighting scenario. The main influence here is the comparatively high ambient light level which quickly outshines the SNL. However, systematic measurements like shown in Fig. 11 are difficult to produce as the base light level varies significantly over time.

As a result, our measurements have shown that the SNL allows to effectively limit the reception area of the key signal. In daylight and room lighting scenarios, the high ambient light level and light level noise help in limiting the propagation of the light signal. If, however, the key assignment has to be performed in a particularly hostile environment, we still recommend to use an auxiliary device like the black cup described before to prevent the light signal from reaching other nodes than the destination node.

D. Memory Overhead

The memory consumption of the key receiver functionality implemented in TinyOS is a relevant factor as both program memory and main memory are very limited resources on typical sensor node platforms (e.g., 48 kB of program memory and 8 kB of main memory on the TelosB nodes).

The actual memory overhead of our solution strongly depends on the application the key receiver is integrated with as it can share code with other application parts running on the sensor node (e.g., the radio communication or the modules required for accessing the light sensor). To evaluate this, we have integrated our key receiver implementation with three representative applications from the TinyOS source tree: Blink, Oscilloscope (one configuration using the temperature sensor (Osc’cscope); one using the light sensor (Osc’ccope2)) and MViz (using the light sensor). Table I summarizes the resulting size values for both program memory (ROM) and main memory (RAM).

Overall, the overhead is reasonably small both in program memory and main memory (e.g., only 2424 bytes of program memory and 188 bytes of main memory for the MViz application) and should allow the integration with a variety of applications. As expected, the more of the required modules the application already contains, the smaller is the overhead of integrating the key receiver mechanism – ranging from the very simple Blink application that only includes minimal functionality by itself (i.e., no sensor access modules and no communication components) to the complex MViz application which allows reusing large parts of the code.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented Enlighten Me!, a novel approach for the secure assignment of keys to wireless sensor nodes that is easy and convenient to use. We have introduced the basic concept of Enlighten Me!, discussed the types of attacks it is able to deal with, the details of the protocol and two types of key sender devices. In the evaluation section we have demonstrated that Enlighten Me! provides an efficient solution to key assignment in wireless sensor networks.

As part of future work, we are planning to experiment with a wider variety of sensor node platforms. While we expect the basic mechanism to work on a variety of platforms, it will be interesting to see how the achievable key assignment performance differs among node and sensor types. We also want to investigate coding schemes that are more efficient than Manchester coding but that might be more susceptible to timing errors. For the Enlighten Me! PDA solution, it might also be possible to improve the efficiency of the data transmission by working with multiple light levels (by displaying different colors) instead of doing the binary ‘light on’ / ‘light off’ encoding. Finally, we are also very interested in the integration of our key sender functionality into other commercial off-the-shelf devices. For example, we imagine using the small LEDs which are integrated as a photoflash replacement in some mobile phones today for sending key data.
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